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INTRODUCTION 
 

Giant desiccation cracks are common in southwestern U.S. playas and have been 
reported in several areas of Arizona but they are much more common than previously 
recognized.  These giant cracks are similar to mudcracks or large soil cracks, but on an 
enormous scale.  The cracks themselves are up to 3 feet (1 m) wide, up to 9 feet (2 m) 
deep (apparent depth), and a few are on the order of 1000 feet (300 m) long.  They form 
polygonal blocks that look identical to the shape of mudcracks, but the polygons are 
characteristically 150-600 feet (45-180 m) across whereas typical mudcracks form 
polygons 4-8 inches (10-20 cm) across and large soil cracks form polygons 2-6 feet (0.5-
2 m) across.  Some giant desiccation cracks are large enough to be mistaken for earth 
fissures that are caused by subsidence from groundwater pumping. 

Desiccation cracks form a continuum of sizes, forming polygons from centimeters 
across to hundreds of meters across.  Figure 1 shows a variety of scales of desiccation 
cracks, from ubiquitous mudcracks to ‘large soil cracks’ (an informal term used in this 
report) to the giant cracks that are the focus of this study.  Unless otherwise noted, the 
terms ‘desiccation crack’ or ‘crack’ in this report are used only to refer to the largest scale 
of desiccation cracks.   

Desiccation that causes these giant cracks occurs in clay-rich layers deposited in 
lakes or playas in internally drained basins.  Clay minerals, especially sodium-rich 
montmorillinite, common in Arizona, undergo shrink-swell cycles in response to changes 
in moisture content.  When wet, these clays swell, and upon drying they shrink.  In pure 
sodium-rich montmorillinite expansion may by as much as a thousand percent when 
water is added.  Because soils and alluvium are usually not composed entirely of clay 
minerals, and the clay is not always at the sodium end of the composition range, 
expansion and contraction with changing moisture conditions is typically much less than 
in pure clay.   

Some giant desiccation cracks form at depths of as much as 50 feet (15 m) and 
work up to the surface by collapse of the roof of the cavity (Fife, 1980).  The most 
common form of a desiccation crack at the surface is one of a linear collapse feature.  For 
collapse to occur, there must be an opening for material to collapse into.  It is common to 
find sinkholes connected by tunnels at depth, with no crack or depression at the surface 
between them.  Such bridging is evidence that the surface has not pulled apart.  Only 
rarely do parts of these cracks have the form of a primary pull-apart crack such as seen in 
mudcracks.   

Desiccation cracks typically open at the surface following a major rain that 
produces sheetflow runoff.  Runoff wets the top few feet of soil and sediment, saturating 
the clay minerals and reducing their cohesion to the point where the surface material 
loses structural strength and collapses into an existing void at depth.  It is ironic, given 
these cracks are due to drying, that it takes wetting to open them at the surface.  The 
processes by which desiccation cracks form are discussed in detail later in this report in 
the section titled ‘Formation of Giant Desiccation Cracks’. 
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Lowering of groundwater tables from pumping may have been the trigger for 
some giant desiccation cracks but not for all.  Some cracks occur in agricultural areas 
where groundwater levels have dropped because of pumping, but they also are found on 
remote playas where no groundwater pumping has occurred.  Furthermore, giant 
desiccation cracks appeared in several places in Arizona around the turn of last century, 
before large scale groundwater pumping began. 
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In some places multiple episodes of cracking have occurred.  The reactivation of 

cracks indicates that they respond to long-scale precipitation cycles.  In this sense, giant 
desiccation cracks undergo shrink-swell cycles rather than being the result of a one-time-
only desiccation subsequent to deposition of the clay.  The newest phase of cracking is 
probably the result of a severe ongoing drought. 

This report summarizes the results of reconnaissance mapping of desiccation 
cracks from 1998 to 2003.  Some of the occurrences were reported to AZGS but most 
were found by examining aerial photos of various dates.  The following section lists and 
discusses previously reported occurrences of giant desiccation cracks in Arizona.  
Locations where giant desiccation cracks have recently developed or where the cracks are 
old but were not previously recognized are presented in the section titled ‘Previously 
Unreported Occurrences in Arizona’.  Although several of the sites in that section were 
detailed in earlier AZGS Open-File Reports (Harris, 2001, 2002, 2003) they are included 
as previously unreported here because those reports were essentially preliminary chapters 
of this larger project.  Occurrences of desiccation cracks in Arizona are shown in Figure 
2. 
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PREVIOUSLY REPORTED OCCURRENCES IN ARIZONA 
 

Areas where desiccation cracks have been reported prior to the late 1990s are 
listed in this section.  In some places new cracks have formed in areas previously known 
to have desiccation cracks, and old cracks have been reactivated.  Except for a small area 
north of Willcox, detailed mapping of the present distribution of desiccation cracks in 
areas previously known to have them was not undertaken in this project. 
 
 
Red Lake Playa 
 

Polygonal fissures are common on Red Lake, a large playa in the Hualapai 
Valley, north of Kingman (Neal and others, 1968, Pataya Storage Company, 1981; Lister 
and Secrest, 1985).  Areas with abundant cracks are distributed throughout main playa as 
well as around the margin, and south of the playa along Truxton Wash.  The cracks are 
readily apparent from the air (Figure 3).  Some of the cracks are more than a mile (1.6 
km) in length and polygons on the order of 1500 feet (390 m) across are common.  Lister 

and Secrest (1985) 
measur

feet 

ition to 

r 

part of 
 

e 

 

tion cracks 
that opened between 
April and December 
1981. 

ed one large 
crack at least 18 
(5.4 m) deep.   

In add
numerous giant 
desiccation cracks, a 
large area of 
concentric circula
cracks occurs in the 
southeastern 
the main playa.  These
cracks may be the 
result of subsidence 
related to salt flowag
rather than from 
desiccation (Lister 
and Secrest, 1985). 
These authors 
documented several 
areas of polygonal 
desicca
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Willcox Playa 
 

Polygonal desiccation cracks have been reported on Willcox Playa, also called 
Willcox Dry Lake (Neal and Motts, 1967; Neal and others, 1968; Schreiber and others, 
1972).  Aerial photos of various dates show desiccation cracks on the northern, western 
and southeastern margins of the playa.  The best-developed cracks are in an area 
straddling the railroad tracks on the western edge of the playa (Figure 4).   
 

Desiccation cracks 
on the playa are similar in 
size and shape to those 
found on other playas in 
the western U.S.  The 
largest polygons are on the 
order of 100 meters (330 
feet) across.  Some 
polygons on the north end, 
on small alluvial fans that 
spill onto the playa floor, 
are on the order of tens of 
meters across.  Schreiber 
and others (1972) 
discovered newly opened 
cracks on the southeast 

part of the playa in July 1962 and observed new cracks on ‘mud deltas’ at the north end 
of the playa in 1963. 

From the ground, the cracks could easily be mistaken for cattle trails unless one 
follows them for a distance.  Unlike cow trails, the cracks form right-angle junctions and 
extend under fences.   
 
 
North and northwest of Willcox 
 

Polygonal desiccation cracks north and northwest of Willcox are among the 
earliest recognized in Arizona.  These cracks are obvious on the oldest aerial photographs 
available, taken in 1935.  Because of the stage of development of vegetation in the 
cracks, these features must have been decades old at the time of the photos.  At that time, 
groundwater levels had declined perhaps 10-20 feet from limited pumping, but large-
scale agricultural pumping did not start until the 1940s (Brown and Schumann, 1969). 

Earth fissures that formed from land subsidence associated with large-scale 
groundwater decline occur around the basin margin northwest of Willcox in the same 
areas as desiccation cracks.  (In this report the term ‘earth fissure’ is used only for 
fissures that are caused by land subsidence.)  A soil survey of the Willcox area 
(Richmond, 1976, p. 70) reported: 

 
In many places throughout the survey area, “earth cracking”, or “subsidence 

fissures” have developed.  This subsidence of the earth is believed to have been caused by 
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the lowering of the water table.  Many of these areas were recognized during the course of 
the survey, and the cracks are shown on the map sheets by a special symbol.  These cracks 
are still developing. 

 
The cracks described in the soil survey apparently included some desiccation 

cracks; some of the cracks, marked by a “gully” symbol, are clearly polygonal.  All of the 
earth fissures and desiccation cracks north of Willcox recognized in the soil survey were 
on the west side of the valley in what is known as the Stewart area.   

Later detailed studies of the earth fissures and desiccation cracks were undertaken 
by Anderson (1978) and Holzer (1980).  Additional features were mapped in the Stewart 
area as well as on the east side of the valley near the Circle I Hills and Spike E Hills.  
Although the majority of cracks mapped by Anderson (1978) were polygonal, he lumped 
these together with earth fissures as being caused ultimately from water level decline 
caused by groundwater pumping.  Anderson hypothesized that the polygonal cracks were 
caused by moisture loss in the clay-rich sediments from mesquite roots following 
lowering of groundwater table.  

That some of the desiccation cracks formed decades before the earth fissures is 
well established.  The two types of cracks are of different origin, and they may be 
coincidental in their proximity.  Perhaps the earth fissures have opportunistically captured 
desiccation cracks as the fissures approached the surface.   
 
Recent activity   

Since the mapping of Anderson (1978) and Holzer (1980), there has been 
renewed formation of desiccation cracks north of Willcox.  Many of the newer cracks are 
not well developed and have the form of aligned sinks and discontinuous short segments 
of cracks.  Several episodes of cracking are evident in the morphology and amount and 
age of vegetation.  A few of the older cracks, distinguished by the rounded morphology 
and old vegetation show recent activity in the form of scattered fresh collapse features.  A 

typical recent desiccation 
crack is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 6 compares 
the mapping of Holzer 
(1980) with detailed 
mapping by AZGS in 
December 2001 and May 
2002, in section 7, T13S, 
R25E and the eastern part of 
section 12, T13S, R24E.  
Holzer’s (1980) map 
indicates only a few cracks 
in section 7.  A mix of old 
and fresh cracks occupies 
the central portion of section 
7.  Cracks now extend west 
into the east central edge of 
neighboring section 12, near 

the pipeline, where none were noted previously by Anderson or Holzer.   
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Older cracks, some of which may have been present in the late 1970s, are shallow 
(generally <1 foot [0.3 m] deep), and are mostly filled and covered with thick grass.  The 
abundance of thick grass over large areas makes photo interpretation much more difficult 
because there is no vegetative contrast between the cracks and the surrounding ground.  
Surprisingly, the cracks, even the older ones present in the late 1970s, do not have bushes 
or trees growing in them.  The lack of distinct vegetation alignments in sections 7 and 12 
may be present elsewhere and thus hampers the use of recent aerial photos as the main 
way to map older cracks or distinguish recent activity.  
 
 
Bowie-San Simon 
 

Polygonal desiccation cracks were mapped by Holzer (1980) between Bowie and 
San Simon, in northern Cochise County.  The area covered Holzer’s map stopped about 8 
miles west of San Simon, but reconnaissance mapping of earth fissures (Harris, 1997) 
revealed the presence of more giant desiccation cracks near San Simon.   

Polygonal cracks southwest of San Simon that are visible on 1973 and 1996 
photos are quite similar to those on the 1930s aerial photos despite marked lowering of 
groundwater levels in the area during this period.  By the 1980s, however, many of the 
polygonal cracks south of San Simon had either grown or had been overprinted by earth 
fissures.  From west of San Simon to Bowie, polygonal cracks were essentially  
unchanged in distribution from the 1978 photos used by Holzer (1980) and 1988 photos 

from Cochise County (Harris, 1997). 
Polygonal cracks are visible two miles 

southwest of San Simon on a 1935 aerial 
photo, and are essentially unchanged on 1973 
aerial photos.  On 1988 aerial photos from 
Cochise County, an earth fissure from 
groundwater pumping is superimposed on one 
of the sets of polygonal cracks, among those 
mapped as combination earth fissure-
polygonal cracks in section 35, T13S, R30E 
(Harris 1997).  

Recent cracks are present northwest of 
San Simon in an area of old cracks mapped b
Holzer (1980) and discussed in Harris (199
These new cracks (Figure 7) are near old 
cracks in the northwest corner of section 11, 
T13S, R29E, and appear to have formed 
within a year or two of their observation in 
2001.  Some of the adjacent old cracks are 
visible on 1935 aerial photos. 

y 
7).  
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Benson-Saint David 
 

Several areas of desiccation cracks were mapped by Jones (1968) and Massanat 
(1972, 1980) in a studies of the cause of piping erosion in the northern part of the Upper 
San Pedro basin.  When the cracks and depressions associated with piping were mapped 
in detail they formed distinct polygonal networks roughly of the same dimensions as 
desiccation cracks in other localities mapped in this current study.  Clusters of polygonal 
cracks, channels, and depressions were distributed in the San Pedro valley bottom from 
Clifford Wash, about 6 miles ( 9.6 km) south of Saint David to two miles (3.2 km) south 
of the Narrows (10 miles [16 km] north of Benson) (Jones, 1968).  Soil in the areas of 
piping characteristically have low dry density and the clay minerals are highly dispersive, 
losing cohesive strength when wet (Benites, 1968).  

Jones recognized that piping in the upper San Pedro was the result of large 
networks of desiccation cracks intersecting downcut banks of the San Pedro River and its 
tributaries.  Some of the cracks were, according to Jones, the result of contraction during 
post-depositional consolidation of the fine grained sediments in the Pliocene.  Other 
cracks appeared to be cause by recent, shallower desiccation.  During the course of his 
investigation, Jones noted that the large pipes had a relatively short life span.  Many of 
the pipes collapsed and formed trenches that retained the polygonal form.  After many 
decades of erosion since Jones’ study, most of the piping/desiccation crack networks he 
mapped have been largely destroyed. 
 
 
Santa Cruz floodplain 
 

Sinkholes and desiccation cracks along the Santa Cruz floodplain in southwest 
Tucson and near Mission San Xavier were first documented by McGee (1911) and later 
by Carrol (1949).  During a field study of the Santa Cruz River floodplain near Mission 
San Xavier, Anderson (1988) encountered cracks and aligned sinkholes that formed 
polygons.  Anderson interpreted the desiccation cracks to be relatively old and inactive 
based on their morphology. 

Hoffmann and others (1997, 1998) rediscovered the occurrence of numerous 
sinkholes and cracks along the Santa Cruz floodplain near Mission San Xavier.  A 
nuisance to farming, these sinkholes and connecting cracks were attributed to desiccation 
because of their roughly polygonal distribution.  Recent attempts at farming introduced 
irrigation water, which wetted the clay-rich soils and triggered collapse of the surface into 
already formed desiccation cracks at depth.  Sinkholes and cracks at San Xavier are 
identical to ones reported in South Dakota (White, 1970) and to occurrences near Arizona 
City and in Hunt Valley, discussed later in this report. 
 
 
Picacho Pass 
 

Immediately east of the gap between Picacho Peak and the Picacho Mountains is 
a small patch of desiccation cracks discovered in 1950 (Fletcher and others, 1954; Heindl 
and Feth, 1954).  At the time, the origin of the cracks was not recognized as desiccation.  
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Both groups of authors recognized the beginnings of development of a large system of 
earth fissures on the west side of the Picacho Mountains caused by groundwater 
pumping, but the origin of the unusual cracks northeast of Picacho Peak remained a 
mystery.  To the authors the features resembled piping but confusion stemmed from the 
fact that the “piping” cracks had nowhere to pipe to.  A classic soil pipe develops 
adjacent to a downcut wash, where the wash provides an outlet for the pipe.  In this case, 
the cracks were a distance from the nearest wash, McClellan Wash, which at that time 
was not as entrenched as today.  The cracks were described as reticulate and “much less 
linear in plan view” than the earth fissures several miles to the west.  As mapped by 
Heindl and Feth (1955) (their Figure 15 is presented this report as Figure 8), the crack 
system forms a polygonal network characteristic of desiccation cracks elsewhere.  Today 

the site has experienced more 
headcutting and downcutting.   

Possible traces of the 
former cracks noted by Heindl and 
Feth (1954) were discernible as 
shallow depressions and 
alignments of vegetation in a field 
check in Fall 2001.  Indistinct 
vegetation clusters and alignments 
are faintly visible on 1996 USGS 
DOQQs in the area corresponding 
to that mapped in 1950 but it is not 
certain that these patterns are the 
remnants of the actual cracks 
discovered then.   

Several areas having large 
soil cracks were noted in the field.  
Although similar in shape to giant 
desiccation cracks, these soil 
cracks are shallow features that 
open and close periodically during 
dry seasons.  The largest cracks 

were 2-3 inches (5-8 cm) wide and perhaps 1-2 feet (0.3-0.6 m) deep, forming polygons 
5-8 feet (1.5-2.4 m) across.  Cracks such as these are widespread in clay-rich soils. 

Other areas of possible desiccation cracks are located immediately east and 
southeast of Picacho Reservoir, in the east half of section 12, T7S, R8E and west half of 
sections 6 and 7, T7S, R9E.  Possible desiccation cracks in this locale are visible on 1992 
USGS DOQQs but have not been field checked.  Earth fissures are present in and near 
this area but some patterns seen on aerial photos are not characteristic of the longer and 
more linear earth fissures.  Cracks, sinks, or other “features of questionable origin” that 
could not be positively identified as earth fissures were noted on aerial photos and during 
field surveys along the nearby route of the Central Arizona Project canal (Slaff, 1993). 
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PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED OCCURRENCES IN ARIZONA 

 
Since 1998, AZGS has received numerous reports of cracks in the ground in 

various parts of the state.  Reconnaissance mapping of these reported cracks and 
examination of aerial photos revealed that polygonal cracks were more widespread then 
previously recognized.  Figure 2 lists the newly discovered occurrences.   

In most of these new locales, the desiccation cracks are not visible on aerial 
photos either because the cracks formed after the photos were taken, or vegetation has not 
grown in older cracks.  In some places the cracks are old, have established vegetation, 
and are visible on aerial photos (in some places back to 1935 or 1946), but were simply 
not recognized as giant desiccation cracks.  Cracks were mapped from aerial photos 
where obvious, supplemented by field mapping.   
 
 
Double Adobe 
 

A large cluster of desiccation cracks, covering almost 2 square miles (5.2 km2), 
occurs two miles (3.2 km) north of Double Adobe (Figures 9 and 10).  These cracks were 
reported to AZGS by the landowner in 1998. 

 

 
 
Local residents say that some cracks have been there for many years, perhaps 

decades, but most have opened recently.  At the time of detailed mapping (1998-2000) 
the majority of cracks were fresh looking.  A few of the older cracks show renewed 
activity.  Vegetation alignments consisting of recent grass or weeds are common in the  
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newer cracks.  Distinct alignments of 
shrubs and trees are generally not 
discernable on aerial photos, 
indicating either that most of the 
cracks are relatively young or that 
older ones closed or filled in before 
woody vegetation could get 
established.  An exception is a north-
south crack adjacent to a large pond 
at the southwest edge of the zone of 
desiccation cracks, which is visible o
early 1970s photos because of an 
alignment of mesquite trees. 

n 

Near the margins of the 
different groups of cracks, incipient 
cracks can be traced for some 

distance past where the cracks display their characteristic well-formed collapse trenches.  
Figure 11 shows a crack in the earliest stages of development.  These incipient cracks are 
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characterized by discontinuous small sinkholes that may or may not by connected at the 
surface by hairline cracks or shallow linear depressions.  The shallow depressions hold 
water that allows vegetation to grow.  Distinctive polygonal junctions outlined by weeds 
and grass are common in 
the networks of cracks 
(Figure 12). 

The site appears to 
be near the distal end of a 
large alluvial apron 
descending from the 
Swisshelm Mountains to 
the northeast.  The surface 
is sandy to gravelly but 
more clay rich soil or 
sediment is exposed in the 
cracks beneath the thin (1-
2 feet, or 0.3-0.6 m thick) 
alluvial cover.  No 
downcut drainages are 
present in the area of 
cracks. 

The distribution of most cracks in this location is essentially random.  In a few 
places, however, cracks are aligned along the traces of roads created many years ago for a 
planned development.  If these cracks are related to the roads, which are visible on early 
1970s aerial photos, it may be that the clay-rich sediment under the roads, stripped of its 
vegetative and alluvial cover, is more prone to drying than clay under adjacent 
undisturbed ground.   

An isolated incipient desiccation crack was found north of Double Adobe Road 
between King Highway and Burnt Adobe Roads, about 6.5 km (4 miles) south of the area 
discussed above.  The crack, which was seen from the road, was about 30 m (100 feet) 
long when mapped in 2001.  This crack was 10-20 cm (4-8 inches) wide in places and 
very young at that time.  This crack is an order of magnitude larger than the ‘large soil 
cracks’ that are ubiquitous in the Douglas basin.  In December 2003, the crack had been 
partially filled in by sloughing and was less distinct.  The length had not changed.  The 
UTM coordinates of the southern end of this crack are E629987, N3480354 (NAD-27), 
on the Double Adobe 7.5-minute quadrangle.  Other possible desiccation cracks are 
located several hundred meters northwest, along a major NE-to SW drainage through the 
region.  These features consist of scattered linear depressions lined with dense grass. 
 
 
McNeal 
 

South of McNeal, adjacent to Central Highway is a cluster of desiccation cracks 
in a small patch of undisturbed desert surrounded by agriculture (Figure 13).  Some of the 
cracks appeared to be very young at the time of mapping in early 2002, whereas other 
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cracks had mature vegetation alignments so are old but recently reactivated.  The older 
cracks are visible on 1996 USGS DOQQs (Figure 14). 

The networks of desiccation cracks are elongated southwest-northeast parallel to 
the regional drainage.  A small wash transects the area of cracks but runoff in the 
drainage is largely by sheet flow.   

Additional giant desiccation cracks appear on aerial photos west and southwest of 
the substation in the lower right corner of Figure 13.  In addition to the giant desiccation 
cracks, large soil cracks forming polygons 1-2 m (3-6 feet) across, are ubiquitous in the 
Douglas basin.  Small sinkholes are common at the junctions of these soil cracks. 
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Whitewater Draw 
 

Along Whitewater Draw between Double Adobe and McNeal are areas with 
desiccation cracks that are smaller than in other places in the Douglas basin, but much 
larger than ‘large soil cracks’ (Figures 15 and 16).  The large desiccation cracks are not 
merely seasonal soil cracks but are of deeper origin.  Most are on the order of 10-20 m 
(33-66 feet) in diameter.  This locality is one of the few in Arizona where desiccation 
cracks bridge the size gap between ‘large soil cracks’ and the typical giant desiccation 
cracks. 
 

 
 
 

Piping along Whitewater Draw was mentioned by Jones (1968), but the exact 
locations were not given nor was the piping attributed to desiccation cracks.  Because 
Jones’ study was specifically on the channel of Whitewater Draw, and the piping 
mentioned by him was at the banks of the wash, desiccation cracking away from the draw 
was not mapped.   
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Elfrida 
 

Desiccation cracks are present in at least three places near Elfrida (Figure 17).   
Although cracks can be seen in the vicinity of Elfrida on early 1970s aerial photos, there 
has been much recent activity, especially in the eastern area, that is newer than the 1996 
USGS DOQQ aerial photos.   
 Water levels in the vicinity of Elfrida were about 50 feet below the ground surface 
by 1952, representing a 10-foot decline from 1947 levels (Coates and Cushman, 1955).  
Depth to water was around 80 feet by 1978 (Mann and English, 1980) and was little 
changed by 1990 (Rascona, 1993).  Thus, the recent formation of desiccation cracks 
cannot be attributed to a decline in water tables, at least for the last 25 years or so because 
water levels have been much deeper than the depth of the desiccation cracks (<45 feet, 
based on other studies) during this time. 

The western locality (Figure 18) is adjacent to the road to Gleeson, about 1.5 
miles (2.4 km) west of Highway 191.  Most of the cracks mapped in 2002 are recent but a 
few segments are visible as faint vegetation alignments on early 1970s aerial photos.  As 
in many other localities, cracks here are of different ages, indicating multiple episodes of 
desiccation. 
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Cracks in the western group form polygons about 20 to 100 m (65-328 feet) in 
diameter.  Recent cracks – those formed in the past year or two – are characterized by 
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collapse trenches with nearly vertical sides.  Young weeds line the new cracks (Figure 
19).  Older cracks are rounded and partly filled with soil sloughed from the sides.  
Vegetation in the old cracks consists of thick grass (Figure 20). 
 

 
 
 

 
The eastern area of 

cracks (Figure 21) is north o
the elementary school east
the center of town.  Cracks 
delineated on Figure 21 were 
field mapped in May 2000.  
The majority of the cracks 
plotted in Figure 21 appear 
very young based on their 
vertical sides and lack of 
weeds growing in the 
trenches.  Other likely 
desiccation cracks are 
present in the vicinity and 
these are visible as 
vegetation alignments on 
early 1970s aerial photos.   

f 
 of 

The northwestern cluster of desiccation cracks (Figure 22) is southeast of the 
intersection of Thompson and Martineau Roads, about 2 miles (3.2 km) northwest of  
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Elfrida.  Segments of the 
cracks in this locality are 
visible from the two 
roads.  Portions of the 
central group of cracks 
are visible on early 
1970s aerial photos.  
Several house are p
now that were not there
on the 1996 USGS 
DOQQs.  Lines 
indicating the cracks on 
Figure 22 are based on 
photo interpretation. 

resent 
 

ased 
on the certainty of vegetation pattern seen on aerial photos.  Pos

 

These three 
localities near Elfrida 
were field-checked b
sible polygonal patterns 

of vegetation on various aerial photos suggest that other non-irrigated areas nearby may
have desiccation cracks as well. 
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Sulphur Hills 
 

South of Kansas Settlement, as in the Willcox and San Simon regions, earth 
fissures and desiccation cracks occur together.  The largest concentrations of desiccation 
cracks are on the northwest flank of Sulphur Hills and north of Three Sisters Butte 
(Figures 23, 24, and 26).  Several earth fissures are visible northwest of Sulphur Hills on 
1973 aerial photos.  These fissures were noted during soil survey of the Willcox area 
(Richmond, 1976), where they were indicated by a “gully” symbol on the soil survey 
maps.  Earth fissures in this vicinity are the result of subsidence caused by groundwater 
pumping.  Limited agricultural pumping in the Kansas Settlement area occurred as early 
as 1915 but large-scale groundwater use began in 1953 (Brown and Schumann, 1969). 

 

 
 

That new cracks at this locale are from desiccation rather than being recent earth 
fissures is based on several factors.  First is that the recent cracks are shorter and their 
depths shallower than typical earth fissures.  Second, the recent cracks form multiple 
polygons, which is not characteristic of earth fissures.  Third, groundwater levels in this 
region declined beginning in the 1950s.  Immediately adjacent to the Sulphur Hills and 

hree Sisters Buttes, where the new cracks are, groundwater decline and associated T
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sediment compaction, land subsidence, and earth fissuring should be over.  The water 
st 150 feet below the surface as of 1963 (Brown and Schumann, 1969) in 

e area of old earth fissures and new desiccation cracks.  Recent lowering of the 
ground e 

table was at lea
th

water in the  Kansas Settlement area of the Willcox basin should have no mor
effect on the wedge of basin fill sediments over the bedrock of these hills that is below 
the water table because these sediments have been dewatered for many decades.   

In Figure 24, earth fissures are labeled by ‘EF’.  Shorter segments that branch and 
form polygons are desiccation cracks.  In the southern network shown in Figure 24 the 
transition occurs near the middle.  The earth fissures are visible on early 1970s aerial 
photos. 
 

 
 

A typical desiccation crack north of Sulphur Hills in various stages of 
development along its length is shown in Figure 25.  The crack begins its development
a hairline crack that is similar to ‘large soil cracks’ but much longer.  Within a short 
distance small grabens forms where the discontinuous crack splits into two parallel 
cracks.  The grabens and their bounding cracks become larger as the crack is followed.  

 as 
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Eventually parts of the graben completely collapse, forming elongate sinkholes.  The 
sinkholes are connected by tunnels at depth but the surface is commonly undisturbed. 
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Another area of numerous desiccation cracks is north of Three Sisters Butte 
(Figure 26).  Earth fissures and desiccation cracks occur near each other but are not 
combined as they are north west of the Sulphur Hills immediately to the east.  
Desiccation cracks are visible on aerial photos (Figure 27) as curving and intersecting 
gray lines.  In this locality the cracks tend to be lined with grass and small shrubs rather 
than with mesquite trees. 

 

 
 

Other small clusters of desiccation cracks are located immediately west and 
southwest of Three Sisters Butte, in sections 33 and 34, T16S, R25E, and section 3, 
T17S, R25E.  The cracks are faintly visible as polygonal vegetation alignments on 1996 
USGS DOQQ aerial photos.   

A previously unreported earth fissure was found southeast of Willcox Playa 
during reconnaissance of desiccation cracks (Figures 26 and 28).  This fissure is not 
visible on 1973 aerial photos but is apparent on the 1996 USGS DOQQ.  The fissure 
generally has the form of a linear depression with a rounded bottom and does not appear 
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to have
ion 

 been active for many years.  Near the middle of the fissure is a small area of 
suspected desiccation cracks that are of a smaller scale than the typical giant desiccat
crack but are larger than ‘large soil cracks.’ 

 

 
 

West and south of Township Butte, south of the intersection of Highway 191 and 
Kansas Settlement Road, is an area with indistinct traces of giant desiccation cracks 
(Figure 29).  These cracks are faintly visible on aerial photos as polygonal traces of 
egetation.  On the ground the cracks appear as shallow, rounded trenches that are partly 
apture ttle, 

ge 

v
c d by small drainages.  The ground in this region is thoroughly trampled by ca
making the cracks less obvious.  Superimposed on the giant cracks are ubiquitous lar
soil cracks and ordinary mudcracks.   
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Southeast of Willcox 
 

Giant desiccation cracks are common southeast of Willcox, southeast of the 
intersection of Highway 186 and Kansas Settlement Road (Figures 30 and 31).  This 
locality is on flat terrain just basinward of alluvial fans sloping down from the western 
part of the Dos Cabezas Mountains.  Drainage is largely by distributary channels that 
spread runoff into sheet flow. 
 

 
 

This locality contains reactivated old cracks as well as recently developed cracks.  
Many of the cracks are visible on 1973 and 1979 aerial photos (Figure 32).  Older cracks 
are characterized by alignments of trees or thick grass, whereas recent cracks (mapped in 
Spring 2002) are devoid of vegetation or contain only young annual weeds.  

One crack in particular, in the northern part of the main network near a coral and 
well, is large enough that if it were observed alone, without knowing that other polygonal 
cracks are adjacent, it could easily be mistaken as an earth fissure.  Reconnaissance of the 
surrounding region, however, reveals that this long crack is part of a large network of 
polygonal desiccation cracks. 
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Dragoon Road 
 

Among the newest cracks as of Fall 2003 are those along Dragoon Road west of 
Highway 191 Figure (35).  At the time of a reconnaissance visit to the area in early

ctober 2003, these cracks appeared to have been active recently.  None of the cracks 
ppeared to have been rained on since they opened because the sides were vertical and 

the intersection of the walls with the ground surface were still at a sharp angle.  Once 
cracks open, further rain tends to round off sharp edges and partially fills in the cracks. 

The cracks at his locality are for the most part coincident with a road grid visible 
on aerial photos dating back at least to 1973.  Although a few short segments of cracks 
trend into the desert, the majority of the cracks lie entirely within the graded roads 
(Figure 36).  These shorter segments form orthogonal intersections with the major cracks.  
One segment in the cluster of cracks opened in the bottom of the ditch on the south side 
of Dragoon Road (Figure 37). This crack was open in October 2003 but the eastern half 
had been bulldozed sometime before the time of the next visit in early November.  At the 
later visit, a few small holes were starting to open again in the bulldozed area.  

The pattern of cracks is clearly influenced by the roads but how the roads exert 
their influence is not as clear.  Perhaps it is because desiccation is more pronounced 
beneath the bare dirt than in the surrounding desert, or the roads direct and confine 
runoff, thereby concentrating the effect of wetting that allows the surface to collapse, or 

 some degree both.   

 
O
a
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Aravaipa Valley 
 

A large crack, reported to AZGS by the Graham County Highway Department, 
appeared overnight in the Bonita-Klondyke Road following a heavy rain in the upper 
Aravaipa Creek drainage northeast of Eureka Ranch on August 29, 2000 (Figures 40 and 
41).  The crack, over 900 feet (275 m) long, up to three feet (1 m) wide, and up to six feet 
(2 m) deep, blocked the main road and forced traffic to use a temporary road built on the 
shoulder for several days(figures 42 and 43).  By itself, this crack could easily be 
mistaken as being an earth fissure, but reconnaissance mapping of the vicinity proved that 
the crack in the road was the middle part of a large polygonal network of desiccation 
cracks.  A typical intersection of cracks in this polygonal network is shown in figure 44. 
 

 
 

 
According to local residents, this section of road had experienced a similar crack 

many years ago, perhaps in the late 1970s to mid 1980s.  Locals point out that it has been 
known for years that riding a horse through tall grass in the area is extremely dangerous 
because of the presence of cracks. 

The Highway Department repaired the crack in the Bonita-Klondyke Road by 
xcavating it down to about 8 feet (2.4 m) and backfilling with tamped material.  No 
penings were evident below this depth.  The underlying crack probably was deeper than 
is, however, because of the amount of material that collapsed or washed into the 

nderlying void. 

e
o
th
u
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About 5 miles northwest of the main area of cracks, another crack opened in the 

road the same night as the crack to the south.  This second crack was much smaller where 
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it crossed the highway and did not disrupt traffic.  The crack was traced south of the road 
for about 60 meters (~200 feet).  Although the crack was as much as one foot wide 

adjacent to the  
north side of road, the 
maximum width south of 
the road was about 2 
inches.  During a 
reconnaissance of the 
surrounding area, more 
cracks and alignments of 
sinkholes were discovered 
north of the road (Figure 
45). 

At the time of a 
follow-up visit to the 
locality in May 2001, the 
crack south of the road was 
no longer open.  A 
companion crack and an 
alignment of large 
depressions to the north 
were still open. 
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Rodeo 
 

In the vicinity of Rodeo, New Mexico, are several areas of old and recent 
desiccation cracks (Figure 49).  The new cracks in the Arizona section are situated at the 
toes of alluvial fans emanating from the Chiricahua Mountains, where distributary 
channels spread runoff into sheetflow.  
 

 
 

Most of the cracks mapped in 2002 are relatively recent, probably less than a year 
or two old.  The cracks have mostly sharp sides and show little rounding from heavy 
rains or runoff.  Vegetation is not present in the newest cracks but some older cracks in 
this locality have alignments of bushes, indicating an earlier episode of cracking. 

Drainages are not downcut within the area of recent cracks, but several distinct 
channels reach the western limits of the cracks.  In several places at the western (uphill) 
edge of the area desiccation cracks have captured drainages, making it difficult to 
etermine where the wash ends and the crack begins.  For the purposes of this report the 
pstream extent of a crack was drawn where it no longer had obvious collapse features. 

 
 
 

d
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A typical network of intersecting desiccation cracks is shown in Figure 52.  The 

view is looking east toward the town of Rodeo, in the left side of the photo.  In the 
bottom part of that figure the traces of the cracks are delineated.  Older but reactivated 
segments are lined with bushes, whereas the most recent cracks lack vegetation or have 
only young annual weeds. 
 

 
 
 

A view of the cross section of one of the wider cracks is shown in Figure 53.  A 
large volume of soil has sloughed off into a much narrower crack at the bottom

dicating that the true depth of the crack is much deeper than the apparent depth seen in 
e photo.  At the level of the bottom of the rock hammer, a shelf where the curved sides 

, 
in
th
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above suddenly steepen represents a 
 

 of 
e 

 
at depth. 

Three areas of desiccation 
cracks are visible on 1946 Soil and 
Conservation Service aerial photos.  
The northwestern location (Figure 54) 
is immediately northeast of the large 
network of recent cracks shown in 
Figures 50 and 51.  Cracks in this area 
are not as distinct on 1992 USGS 
DOQQs as they were in 1946 and could 
easily be missed.  This site does not 
appear to have ever been plowed but the 
old cracks may have been partly 
obscured by filling with sediment 
during sheetflow runoff or by trampling 
of cattle.  The area of old cracks shown 
in Figure 54 was not field checked 
during this project. 

Another location with old 
desiccation cracks visible on 1946 
aerial photos is west of Rodeo (Figure 

55).  This site is south of the large network of recent cracks shown in Figures 50 and 51.  
Cracks in western site are partly obscured on 1973 aerial photos and are not visible on 
1992 aerial photos, mostly because some 
type of surface disturbance (clearing of 
mesquite or plowing?) has obliterated them.  

West of Rodeo, in the area of 
desiccation cracks, depth to groundwater 
ranged from 126 to 152 feet in 1975 
(Wilson and White, 1976).  Depth to 
groundwater water was about 110 feet in 
1987 in the western area of desiccation 
cracks, representing a rise of 10 to 18 feet 
from 1963 levels (Barnes, 1991).  Because 
groundwater levels have been more than 
100 feet below ground surface for many 
ecades, and have actually risen in the past 
0 years, the formation of desiccation 

cracks 

former apparent depth of this crack.  A
later heavy rain caused the bottom
the rounded crack to collapse and mor
material was washed deeper into a void

d
4

in this region is not related to 
groundwater pumping. 
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Tanque 
 
 Several areas along the northern San Simon Valley contain giant desiccation 
cracks.  One of the more spectacularly developed sites is about 1/2 mile (~1 km) 
southeast of where Tanque Road crosses San Simon wash (Figures 57-59).  Cracks form 
a large network of well developed polygons about 50 yards (45 m) across that are plainly 
visible on aerial photos.  Most of the cracks contain large, mature bushes, indicating they 
are relatively old.  These older cracks are visible on 1972 aerial photos but were not quite 
as extensive then as they appear on more recent photos.  Other cracks mapped in 2001 are 
fresh, with vertical sides and no vegetation.  These younger cracks are not visible on 
1996 USGS DOQQ aerial photos.  At this locality, a large wash draining the Whitlock 
Mountains to the east, which is downcut closer to the mountains, becomes distributary 
upstream of the cracks and is no longer in downcut channels.  Flow is spread out into 
sheetflow in the zone of cracks. 
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111 Ranch 
 

Polygonal desiccation cracks occur at three localities near the 111 Ranch in the 
northern San Simon Valley southeast of Safford (Figure 60).  The largest occurrence is in 
a flat expanse of desert along Slick Rock Wash, east of Haekel Road (Figure 61).  None 
of these cracks are visible on 1973 aerial photos.  Two clusters of old desiccation cracks, 
forming well developed polygons on 1979 aerial photos, are visible on 1996 aerial photos 
(Figure 61) as somewhat less distinct alignments of mature shrubs.  The easternmost, 
non-polygonal cracks in Figure 61 are not visible on the 1979 aerial photos.   
 

 
 

Recent cracks (Figure 62) lined with young weeds now emanate from the traces 
of the old cracks.  At the time of mapping, in early 2002, some of the cracks appeared to 
have not been subjected to any heavy rains since their opening, which limits the time of 
formation probably to late in the season or after the monsoons the previous summer.  
Other cracks may be a few years older than this and are characterized by depressions 
lined with weeds and grass (Figure 63).  These cracks are old enough to have been 
rounded and have older weeds and grass, but are not old enough to have shrubs.  The 
entire region has abundant desert shrubs and oldest cracks are difficult to find in the field 
despite the mature vegetation in them because the alignments are not obvious from 
round-level.  Many of the older alignments have no obvious depression along the trace. g
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Desiccation controlled 
piping occurs northwest of the 
intersection of Haekel Road and 
the road to the Goat Well erosion 
control structure (area marked by 
‘P’ in Figure 60).  Here, numerous 
collapse pits have formed where 
active piping is occurring (Figure 
64). 

Water enters the pipes 
along desiccation cracks, then 
flows along the bottom of the 
crack network until the crack 
intersects a downcut wash bank.  
A typical pipe outlet is shown in 
Figure 65.   

The sinkholes are aligned 
along incipient cracks (Figure 66) 
that are controlling the orientation 
of small headcutting channels 
tributary to Slick Rock Wash.  
Normally, the small drainages are 
oriented in a random dendritic 
pattern but at this site they form 
distinct po ygons, following the 
desiccation cracks.  Ranchers in 
the area have noted that the piping 
is a threat to livestock, with cattle 

sometimes breaking through 
bridges and falling into the holes.   
 Immediately west of the 
old 111 Ranch is a small network 
of polygonal desiccation cracks 
(Figure 67).  This network is 
notable for its small extent.  The 
polygons and cracks themselves 
are similar in size to other sites 
around the state.  
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Tres Alamos Wash 

Desiccation cracks and related sinkholes are present in the lower reaches of Tres 
Alamos Wash, about 7 miles (11 km) north of Benson (Figure 68 and 69).  An area of 
distinct vegetation patterns was seen on aerial photos and field reconnaissance in early 
2002 confirmed the presence of desiccation cracks and related sinkholes.   
 

 

 
 

Sinkholes are abundant where mesquite is dense.  Weeds and grass were also very 
thick and tall at that time, creating treacherous conditions where smaller-diameter holes 
were obscured and could only be seen when standing at their edge.  Most of the sinkholes 
are distinctly linear (Figure 70), commonly with tunnels continuing past where the 
ground has collapsed.  Some sinkholes are connected to each other by indistinct 
depressions and open cracks.  A few sinkholes are 8-10 feet deep.  Whether any 
particular sinkhole was recent, old, or old but reactivated could not be determined.  
However, many of the cracks connecting sinkholes appeared to be young. 

One network of quite recent polygonal desiccation cracks was found northeast of 
e main area of sinkholes and depressions (Figure 69).  These cracks appeared fresh, th
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with nearly vertical sides.  The new cracks were lined with young weeds (Figure 71).  In 
re cleared along the trace of the crack to make it more obvious. Figure 71, weeds we

 

 
 

Vegetation on terraces adjacent to the wash have distinctive patterns on several 
dates of aerial photos from 1972 to 1996 but ground reconnaissance was inconclusive 
over most of the area covered.  Trees are close together, and grass and weeds were so 

ick at the time of field work that from the ground it was impossible to distinguish 
vegetat
th

ion alignments. 
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Three Points 
 

An occurrence of recent desiccation cracks east of Three Points in southern Avra 
Valley 

y 
 

ong, 
ons and short branches.  None of the cracks form closed 

olygons but the overall configuration of zigzags and triple junctions is clearly that of a 
desiccation crack. 

The sides of the crack were vertical and showed little erosional sloughing in 
February 2002.  Most of the crack system lies within a mesquite thicket but the northern 
end extends about 200 m (~650 feet) outside the area of dense trees.  Drainages in the 
region are downcut but within the mesquite thicket there is no downcutting of small 
washes, so drainage is by sheet flow.  The thicket of mesquite exists in this place because 
the drainage branches out in a distributary system forming a miniature delta similar to the 
toe of an alluvial fan that allows more infiltration of water.  Near the northern end of the 

was reported to AZGS by the Pima County Flood Control District in January 
2002.  About one mile northwest of the intersection of Sandario Road and Ajo Highwa
is a large desiccation crack system that appears to be new, probably less than a year old
when it was visited in February 2002.  The crack system is about 475 m (1560 feet) l
with several triple juncti
p
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crack system drainage becomes downcut again but the crack departs from the drainage at 
that point. 
 

 
 

The site was revisited after the first monsoon rains in July 2002 and three 
acks had lengthened.  These crack segments were not present earlier that 

ear and they presumably formed from rain that occurred within a week or two of the 
July ins

 from 
t 

ade the note or when.  Judging by the small dimensions of this 
feature

 
res 

segments of cr
y

pection.  On Figure 73 the new segments are beyond the points marked by 
arrows. 

Another isolated crack is present southwest of the large system, near the section 
line between sections 16 and 21 (Figure 72).  It is short but definitely has the form of a 
collapse trench.  The bottom is rounded and the crack appears to be old, with little or no 
recent activity.  This crack was identified by notes on 1976 aerial photos obtained
the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) as being a “reported earth fissure.”  I
is not known who m

, its orientation perpendicular to the contours of water level decline, it is here 
tentatively identified as a desiccation crack rather than an earth fissure. 

This general area was identified by Anderson (1989) as having an “observed or
reported earth fissure as of 1986” but other than the old isolated crack, no other featu
were seen in extensive field work over the area that could have been regarded as earth 
fissures or desiccation cracks in the 1980s.  No vegetation alignments or other patterns 
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are obvious on 1976 and 1996 aerial photos anywhere in section 16, including the area of 
the large new crack system and in the area delineated on the ADOT photo.   
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Arizona City 

 
An area of desiccation cracks and related sinkholes lies west of Arizona City and 

east of the Silver Reef Mountains.  Numerous sinkholes and cracks have been mapped in 
abandoned farmland immediately east of the Tohono O’Odham Nation boundary.  Aerial 
photos suggest that the desiccation features in the farmland extend to the west.  Figure  is 
a map showing the location of desiccation cracks and related features.  The majority of 
sinks are elongate rather than circular.  Many of these sinkholes roughly aligned into 
large polygons.   
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Wintersburg 

esiccation cracks occur in three localities near Wintersburg (Figure 77). 
Desicca ion cracks and a small earth fissure were discovered three miles southeast of 
Winter

 6 miles south of Wintersburg. 

 
Giant d
t

sburg in the summer of 2001 by a surveyor.  A preliminary report (Harris, 2001) 
detailed the cracks and earth fissure three miles southeast of Wintersburg. 

Additional giant desiccation cracks were subsequently discovered in two areas 
near Wintersburg (Figure 77) on detailed aerial photos obtained from Maricopa County 
Flood Control District.  These new cracks were detailed in a previous AZGS Open-File 
Report (Harris, 2003).  One location is about one mile southwest of Wintersburg.  The 
other site is about
 

 
 
Southwest of Wintersburg.  Giant desiccation cracks occur about one mile (1.6 km) 
southwest of Wintersburg (Figure 77).  These cracks are immediately west of 
Wintersburg Road and south of a small hill (Figure 78).  Two networks of cracks are 
present.  The larger northern group (main network) extends from within a few ten of 
meters of a small outlier of the Palo Verde Hills southward nearly 700 m (2,300 feet).  
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Another cluster (southern network), consisting of a single main crack about 250 m (820 
et) long, with minor splays, lies 400 m (1,300 feet) south of the main cluster.   

 
fe

 
 

Immediately southwest of the main cluster are numerous sinkholes and elonga
depressions.  Although not apparent on the ground, the sinkholes are aligned roughly in

ted 
 a 
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polygonal pattern when plotted.  The sinks are not obviously connected by surface cracks
but look like the beginning stage of the formation of large desiccation cracks. The

 
 larger 

nks are plotted as triangles in Figure 78.  These depressions may evolve further and 
become connected into giant polygonal cracks following a heavy rain. 

In the northeastern most part of the main network a few segments of the cracks 
themselves are large enough to be very obvious on aerial photos.  A 2001 aerial view of 
the northeastern part of the main network is shown in Figure 79.  The nearly east-west 
crack immediately north of the road is visible on the 1996 USGS DOQQ aerial photo and 
on a 1979 BLM aerial photo. 
 

si

 
 
 

A detailed aerial view of the southern half of the main cluster is shown in Figu  
0.  The widest and deepest cracks form a pattern similar to a ‘3’ on the 2001 aerial 

photo. 

re
8

 This segment of the network is visible on BLM aerial photos taken September 8, 
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1979, but is easily missed on the 1996 USGS DOQQ because of the washed-out exposure 
of that photo.  

 
 

 
 

 
The section that looks like the number ‘3’ is the widest of the cracks in this area 

(Figure 81).  By itself, this section could easily be mistaken for an earth fissure because 
of its width and depth.  It can be seen from mapping, however, that this section is part of 
a larger network of polygonal cracks.  A representative crack in the northwestern part of 
the main network is shown in Figure 82.   

South of the main cluster of desiccation cracks is a smaller cluster, dominated by 
a single main crack about 250 meters (820 feet) long (Figure 83).  Nearly circular in plan, 
this southern-most crack has several short segments leading from it.  A short segment 
near the south end of the crack is faintly visible on the 1979 BLM photos, indicating that 
cracking was in progress by that time.  Most of the southern network appears to be young 
and active.  According to local residents, the part of the crack that disrupted the road 
opened the previous summer, which presumably dates it to the time of opening of 
previously described desiccation cracks and an earth fissure southeast of Wintersburg, 
(Harris, 2001).  Work has been done to repair to roads damaged by the crack.   
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Southeast of Wintersburg.  Desiccation cracks and an earth fissure 3 miles (4.8 km) 
southeast of Wintersburg were reported to AZGS in the summer of 2001 by a surveyor.  
A preliminary report (Harris, 2001) detailed the cracks and earth fissure.  The location of 
this site is shown in Figures 84 and 85. 
 

 
 
At least two generations of desiccation cracks are apparent at this site.  New 

cracks have opened as both extensions of older ones and as separate cracks.  Traces of 
older cracks are marked by distinct alignments of mature vegetation within shallow 
depressions.  New cracks, which are documented to have opened during the summer of 
2001, were very fresh looking when visited in September 2001.  Some had vertical sides 
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showing no erosion.  At the time of a follow-up visit to the site November 5, 2001, th
sides of the cracks had been 
noticeably rounded off by a heavy 
rainstorm the day before. 

e 

Most of the cracks are less 
than a foot (0.3 m) deep and the 
depth is relatively uniform over 
much of their length.  The deepest of 
the cracks are about 3 feet (1 m) 
deep.  Future heavy rains may open 
the cracks more.  Eventually, the 
cracks fill with sediment transported 
during floods and the only record of 
the former crack is the line of 
vegetation that develops.  
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South of Wintersburg.  Another area of newly recognized giant desiccation cracks is six 
miles south of Wintersburg, south-southeast of the intersection of Wintersburg Road 
(379th Ave) and Elliot Road (Figure 89).  This cluster of new cracks is visible on 2001 
aerial photos from Maricopa County  (Figure 90) but is not apparent on the 1996 
Arlington NW USGS DOQQ.  Locations of the new cracks based on photo interpretation 
(not field checked) are plotted on Figure 91. 
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Harquahala Plains 

At the western end of Harquahala Plains are two small areas of desiccation cracks 
immediately south of the Central Arizona Project (CAP) canal (Figure 92).  The sites are 
on each side of the road connecting a pipeline pumping station with Interstate 10.  That 
the polygonal features are desiccation cracks was confirmed by field checking in 2002.   
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Figure 93 is an aerial view in 1980, before the CAP canal was built.  The canal transects 
e northern tip of this crack system.  Figure 94 shows the desiccation cracks east of the 

features that are probably 
smaller scale desiccation cracks.  
The features consist of linear 
depressions of various depths.  
The depressions are too narrow 
to be ascribed to 
hydrocompaction.  They are 
commonly at right angle to the 
drainages and some form 
orthogonal intersections, so their 
origin as simple scour channels 
is doubtful.  The ground is 
thoroughly trampled by cattle 
that frequent this area so 
recognition of polygonal patterns 
on aerial photos is less certain 
than in less disturbed desert. 

Another occurrence of 
possible desiccation cracks is  
about six miles (9.6 km) 
southwest of the CAP location 
previously described.  Along the 
east side of the access road to a 
microwave tower installation at 
the extreme northwest end of the 
Eagletail Mountains is a zone of 
linear depressions and sinkholes 
visible from the road.  The UTM 
coordinates of the largest sink 
are E261800, N3716295 
(NAD83).  The features appear 
to be recent and do not have any 
vegetation in them.  No 
polygonal patterns are visible in 
that area on the 1996 USGS 
DOQQ aerial photo. 
 
 

 

th
access road, also in 1980. 

Along a drainage 
immediately southwest of the 
area shown in Figure 93 are 
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Las Playas 
 

Las Playas occupies a small internally drained basin adja exico 
border in southwestern Arizona (Figure 95).  This region d 
Yuma, is one of the driest in Arizona.  Annual rainfall av m) 
at Yuma, 8.39 inches (21.3 cm) at Ajo, and 9.50 inches ( tional 
Monument (Western Regional Climate Center, 2004).   
 

cent to the U.S.-M
, halfway between Lukeville an
erages about 3 inches (7.62 c
24.1 cm) at Organ Pipe Na

 

d northern margins of the play
 photo-interpreted cracks 
a tremendous range of sizes
oss.  Features in the top right 
nes.  
igin.  They cannot be the resul
t in the region.   

 
Desiccation cracks are common on the western an a. 

An aerial view of Las Playas is shown in Figure 96, with
delineated in Figure 97.  Polygons on Las Playas display  
ranging from 20 m (65 feet) to over 100 m (330 feet) acr
corner of Figure 96 that look somewhat polygonal are du

Desiccation cracks on Las Playas are of natural or t 
of groundwater pumping because there is no developmen
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Southwest Tohono O’Odham Nation 

Large cracks in the ground were reported to AZGS in the area between the 
Villages of Kupk and Chuwut Murk in the summer of 2001.  This area is in the Pisinimo 
District, in the southwestern part of the Tohono O’Odham Nation.  At the request of the 
Tohono O’Odham Tribal Chairman, several visits were made by the Arizona Geological 
Survey  to investigate the origin of the cracks.  With the permission of three tribal 
members, a report was completed on desiccation cracks in the region (Harris, 2002).  
That report is available for inspection at AZGS. 

Detailed examination of aerial photos taken from 1935 to 1996 revealed that the 
area of new desiccation cracks is only one of many areas where such cracks have formed.  
Aerial photos examined included 1935 USGS aerial photos at Arizona State University’s 
Noble Science and Engineering Library, 1972 and 1973 NASA photos on file at AZGS, 
and mid-1990s USGS DOQQs viewed online at Terraserver (http://terraserver-usa.com) 
and downloaded from the Arizona Regional Image Archive of the University of Arizona 
(http://aria.arizona.edu).  All of these aerial photos are in the public domain and are 
available to the general public.  The use of these published and readily accessible public 
domain aerial photos in this report does not constitute a violation of the sovereignty of 
the Tohono O’Odham Nation.   

Figures 98 through 101 show aerial views of typical patches of desiccation cracks.  
In the southwestern Tohono O’Odham Nation, the cracks are largely concentrated at the 
toe of a bajada surrounding the Kupk Hills.  Additional desiccation cracks were 
recognized on aerial photos several miles northeast of the Kupk Hills, and northwest of 
the settlement of Pisinimo.  The precise locations of these areas of desiccation cracks are 
not provided here.  Desiccation cracks on the Tohono O’Odham Nation near Mission San 
Xavier were described and detailed maps presented in published reports by Konieczki 
and others (1996) and Hoffman and others (1997, 1998).   
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POSSIBLE DESICCATION CRACKS 

cMullen Valley 
 

A suspected patch of giant desiccation cracks was found in central McMullen 
Valley, two miles (3.2 km) northeast of Wenden (Figure 102).  The suspected desiccation 
cracks are visible on 1997 USGS aerial photos as polygonal patterns in farm land 
adjacent to Centennial Wash.  Severe flooding in 1998 caused significant erosion but 
semi-polygonal alignments of small sinkholes can be distinguished on the ground.  Other 
signs that these are giant desiccation cracks include numerous sites of erosion rills 
disappearing into a central sinkhole and alignments of weeds. 
 
 

 
 
M
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Marana 
 

Two old but previously unrecognized features tentatively identified as earth 
fissures were found southwest of Marana during examination of aerial photos.  The two 
fissures are in the vicinity of the intersection of Avra Valley and Trico Roads.  There is a 
possibility that these features may be desiccation cracks, but their general appearance on 
aerial photos and on the ground is closer to that of known earth fissures than that of other 
desiccation cracks seen during this project. 

The western fissure is southwest of the intersection of West Lambert and North 
Amway Roads, in the northeastern corner of section 16, T12S, R10E (Figure 105).  This 
fissure is about 350 m (1,150 feet) long.  The fissure appears to be perhaps a decade or 
two old based on the size of trees aligned in the fissure.   

The other fissure is in the northeastern corner of section 10, T12S, R10E.  The 
fissure cuts across Spur Bell Road just west of Trico Road (Figure 106).  This fissure is 
bout 400 m (1,300 feet) long.  The northern half of the fissure consists of two parallel 
racks generally 1-4 m (3-13 feet) apart.  This fissure appears on aerial photos as an 
lignment of mesquite trees, indicating that the fissure is many years old but on the 
round it appears to be younger than the mesquites would imply.  This could be an 

indication of recent reactivation of a decades-old fissure.  Recent reactivation is common 

a
c
a
g
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in many desiccation cracks, so this aspect is not exclusive to desiccation cracks or to 
earth fissures.   
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Sahuarita 
 

In July 2002 a property owner reported small sinkholes about four miles (6.4 km) 
east of Sahuarita, south of Tucson.  The four small holes had formed in about a month.  
The largest, about one foot in diameter, had the characteristic form of hole that formed by 
collapse.  Prior to the property owner partially filling in the hole, it was about 18 inches 
(0.5 m) deep and appeared to continue below the surface to the east at least a foot in the 
form of a tunnel.  Water from a garden hose was added to test the volume but the hole 
never filled.  The first soil placed the hole disappeared when more water was added.   

Another hole about 30 feet (9 m) south of the first has a similar form but is not as 
large.  At the time of inspection, the hole was 8-10 inches (20-25 cm) across and filled 
with bricks.  Two other nearby holes about the same size appear to be in the initial stage 
of development.  When tested with a garden hose, one of these holes accepted a large 
amount of water and never filled. 

Although the largest sinkhole is a few feet from a rosebush, hydrocompaction 
from irrigation does not appear to be the cause.  The other three holes are in areas that are 
not watered, so hydrocompaction is probably not a factor for these either.  Whether these 
features are related to desiccation could not be definitively answered at the time of field 
checking so the site will be monitored periodically to see if any more sinkholes or cracks 
develop. 
 
 

 
 

FORMATION OF DESICCATION CRACKS 
 
 

The processes that result in opening of giant desiccation cracks are complex and 
there does not seem to be a single model that can explain all occurrences.  The only factor 
seen in the course of this project that is common to all newer  cracks (those formed since 
the mid 1990s) is that they are all in areas that are inundated by sheetflow during heavy 
rain, usually at the toes of alluvial fans.  In these areas, sediment is clay rich and the 
ground is wetted by direct rainfall plus extra upstream runoff.  Sheetflow is much more 
effective at wetting the surface than is runoff restricted to incised channels.   

Another important aspect of sheetflow may be that water is more likely to find an 
incipient crack network if the runoff is spread out.  Furthermore, a site is likely to be 
inundated longer because runoff travels slower by sheetflow than when confined to 
downcut channels. 

In a strict sense the formation of giant desiccation cracks is not a soil process 
because it takes place at depths well below the soil horizons.  The desiccation occurs in 
clay-rich layers deposited in lakes or playas in internally drained basins.  Ironically, 
desiccation cracks open after heavy rains.   

Polygonal cracks form at some depth and work up to the surface by collapse of 
the roof of the cavity.  The most common form of a desiccation cra e surface is one 
f a linear collapse feature.  For collapse to occur, there must be an opening for material 

 

ck at th
o
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to collapse or wash into.  Only rarely do desiccation cracks have the form of primary 
ull-apart cracks.  In these cases, the cracks are usually less than ½ inch (~ 1 cm) wide 

and are 

 

nce groundwater levels have dropped below 50-100 
feet, fu .  

before major groundwater pumping. 
Desiccation cracks have been noted in many areas where mesquite and other 

esert plants are abundant.  One interpretation of the cause of desiccation is by removal 
f the soil moisture by these phreatophytes (e.g. Anderson, 1988).  In the case of 
esquite thickets, for example northwest of Willcox, it is somewhat contradictory to say 
at desiccation (caused by lack of moisture) results from abundant plants when it is 

relatively abundant ant moisture 
ould impede desiccation.  In most of the areas where new desiccation cracks have been 
apped in this study, mesquites are not any more abundant than normal.  In many places 

underg

off 

 cracks at 
the surf

n of 
 a few areas, but cannot explain their presence in the majority of 

places t  in 

ng 
for development north of Double Adobe, 

mesqui

p
restricted to the ends of much larger collapse-type cracks. 
The void is initiated by desiccation shrinkage but may be enlarged by dispersion 

of clay by water that enters the crack system.  In the initial stages the giant desiccation 
cracks consist of cavities at depth but no obvious crack or depression at surface.  When 
the voids approach the surface at sufficient size, wetting of the ground triggers collapse 
of the surface.  In newly formed large cracks and sinkholes, tunnels are commonly seen
extending underground from the collapsed zone, with no hint of surface disturbance.   

Decline of groundwater table is cited as a trigger for the formation of giant 
desiccation cracks.  Although this may have been a factor  in the development of giant 
cracks around the turn of last century, it can no longer the case today.  Groundwater 
levels in the areas with desiccation cracks studied in this report have water levels 
typically 100 feet deep or more.  O

rther groundwater declines are essentially irrelevant to near-surface desiccation
In places where groundwater levels began to drop by the 1950s (e.g., Casa Grande area, 
Picacho Basin, San Simon Valley, Willcox area, Luke Basin, Chandler-Mesa area) the 
development of desiccation cracks in the past 40 years can no longer be blamed on 
groundwater declines.  In several places (e.g., San Simon, Willcox), desiccation cracks 
appeared 

d
o
m
th

moisture that makes the plants so abundant.  Abund
w
m

oing desiccation, there are few or no mesquites.  Furthermore, not all thick 
mesquite stands have desiccation cracks.   

Thick stands of mesquites are commonly situated at the toes of alluvial fans, 
where there is a marked decrease in slope from the fan to the flat valley floor.  
Distributary channels and spread runoff into sheet flow where the slope changes.  Run
moves slower by sheet flow than by channel flow, so more water can infiltrate.  Thick 
mesquite, brush, and grass might actually help prevent opening of desiccation

ace because the abundance of intertwined roots adds structural support to soil and 
would hinder collapse of the surface. 

The presence of phreatophytes may be one factor out of many in the formatio
desiccation cracks in

hey are found.  Phreatophytes may aid desiccation, but they cannot be invoked
most localities.  For example, there is no vegetation in the central parts of the playas 
noted for their giant desiccation cracks (Neal and others, 1968).  In a grid of roads alo
Dragoon Road, and in an area once planned 

tes were removed prior to 1973.  In both areas, desiccation cracks formed which 
are partly controlled by the pattern of roads.  Many other examples can be cited where 
plants are not a factor in desiccation. 
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Another postulated influence of plants on the formation of sinkholes is the of 
decay of buried stumps.  In this scenario, roots and stumps of mesquites or other riparia
trees are buried by flood deposits.  The wood then slowly decays to

n 
 the point where 

sufficie

ing 

ads) 
t to 

re 

 agricultural areas where groundwater 

iod 

e 

 

nt void space is created to allow surface material to cave into the openings.  
Although it is theoretically possible, this does not appear to explain all of the sinkholes 
present in the floodplain of the Santa Cruz River near San Xavier Mission.. Many of the 
sinkholes in this area are described as linear, which is more likely explained by 
desiccation cracking.  Rotting of buried stumps cannot explain the presence of large 
linear cracks connecting sinkholes and forming polygons. 

In most of the localities described in this report, desiccation cracks are form
from natural causes, that is, drought conditions.  In two places, Double Adobe and 
Dragoon Road, desiccation cracks are indirectly controlled by human intervention (ro
but the underlying cause of the desiccation is still a natural drought.  It is importan
note that if denudation of the ground surface by building roads were a trigger, the 
desiccation cracks should have formed closer to the time of initial construction, not 30 
years later. 

The factors that point to human influence versus evidence of natural causation a
summarized below: 
Factors supporting human influence: 

�� Some desiccation cracks are common in
levels have dropped because of pumping. 

�� Desiccation cracks occur in same areas as earth fissures, and earth fissures are 
known to be result of groundwater decline. 

�� Some cracks are partially controlled by roads. 
 
Factors pointing to natural causes: 

�� Desiccation cracks found on remote playas where no groundwater pumping has 
occurred. 

�� Groundwater levels in uninhabited closed basins are controlled by long-per
climate changes. 

�� Desiccation cracks appeared in several places in Arizona before major 
groundwater pumping. 

�� Zones of polygonal desiccation cracks may be oriented at high angles to earth 
fissure trends and therefore do not result from the same stress field that caused th
fissures. 

�� Large polygonal cracks in many places open periodically or appear in multi-
decade cycles, whereas groundwater levels have not fluctuated enough to be 
responsible for these cycles. 

�� Filled cracks (“clay veins”) are found in old alluvial deposits (e.g. Bull, 1972) 
�� Cycles of desiccation crack formation in some places can be correlated with 

periods of drought in Arizona.  
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Relatio

y 

ibuted 
a 

throughout the U.S. and 
Canada

s are 

n of desiccation to piping 
 

Piping is a process whereby soil and sediment are eroded and transported in 
underground tunnels rather than by surface channels.  Discharge of material typicall
occurs at the bottom of wash banks.  The point of infiltration of water may be a great 
distance from the outlet; distances up to ½ mile (~1 km)  have been reported.  As tunnels 
enlarge they eventually collapse and form gullies.  Piping has commonly been attr
to rodent holes or decayed roots.  Piping is common around the world, including Chin
(Fuller, 1922; Zhu, 1997), New Zealand (Ward, 1966) and 

.   Table 1 lists selected studies of piping where the origin of the pipes is 
interpreted by the respective authors to be related to desiccation and the pipe system
similar to those in Arizona. 

 
 
Table 1.  Selected occurrences of sinkholes, piping, and cracks related to desiccation 

Loca

 

tion     References 

SA    Rubey, 1928 
 Neal and others, 1968; Motts, 1970 

Knechtel, 1952 

Lang, 1943; Knechtel, 1951 
ard, 1966 

Hagavatn, Iceland    Huddart and Bennett, 2000 
  Underwood and DeFord, 1969 

n a wide 
range o s, the term ‘piping’ is used to refer to the process in soils.  
Nu r .  
J.A.A. 
the term ‘piping’ and the distribution of the processes in different countries.  The term as 
use n

r-
appreci n be attributed to burrowing animals or former roots, 
especia
bla e 
type us mmon even on an island off southern California 

here rodents were absent.  His “rodentless rodent erosion” article helped explain why 
iping could be common in places – and there were many - where the rodent or root 
eory did not work. 

 

Great Plains, U
SW USA playas   
Lucerne Lake, CA    Shelton and others, 1978 
Northern Nevada    Wilden and Mabey, 1961 
Eastern Oklahoma    
Central South Dakota    White, 1970 
Animas Valley playa, N.M.   
Northland, New Zealand   W

Van Horn, Texas region  
Colorado     Brown, 1962 
Loess Plateau, China    Zhu, 1997  
Turkmenia     Vinogradov, 1955 
 
 
Piping in the broadest sense takes place in many different settings and i
f material.  In most case

me ous types of subterranean erosion are labeled as piping, creating some confusion
Jones (1981) and Parker and Higgins (1990) have explored the different uses of 

d i  this report refers to large-scale pipes resulting from deep-seated desiccation. 
The relation of desiccation cracks to the phenomenon of piping has been unde
ated.  Clearly, some piping ca
lly in small earthen dams and along irrigation canals.  Some shift away from 

ming rodents came as early as the 1940s when Bond (1941) noted that piping of th
ually attributed to rodents was co

w
p
th
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It is interesting to note that in the early days of describing the growing Picacho 
earth fissure, now over seven miles long, some researchers (Fletcher and others, 1954) 
regarde

 a former floodplain of the Little Colorado River.  At the 
request of the Zuni Nation Department of Natural Resources, the site was visited in the 
summer of 2001. 

1 m) ac many of the holes 
are larger depressions formed by clay-rich soil washing into the sinks.  The sinkholes are 
general he intersection of 
cracks s of their distribution, a few p
  er 
surface f of 
several
topogra p bstantially 
modifie  the s khole   Alth d, the topography is 
enough er 
ground
 

ement of 
Interstate 40 east of Topock. The danger from cracked and collapsed pavement prompted 
the Ari rtment of Transportation (ADOT) to investigate the origin of the voids.  
Throug

 
lacustri

acks 
 
 

f 
le 

d Jenne, 1967). 
 

d the cracks as soil piping.  Confusion was expressed over that fact that the 
‘piping’ had no discharge outlet.  Of course, because earth fissures were a new 
phenomenon, interpreting their origin was necessarily tentative. 

Two examples of piping related to medium-scale desiccation cracks in Arizona 
are presented below.  These cracks are of a scale smaller that typical giant desiccation 
cracks but much larger than soil cracks 
 

Hunt Valley   
Near the eastern end of Hunt Valley is an area of sinkholes that reflect desiccation 

in clay-rich sediments along

The surface manifestation of the desiccation here consists sinkholes 1-3 feet (0.3-
ross and up to 8 feet (2.4 m) deep.  Surrounding the opening in 

ly not connected by cracks at the surface but probably represent t
at depth.  In plot olygons can be imagined. 
Sinkholes are most numerous in swales and nearly absent in the slightly high

phic relies in the area. Although nearly flat, the site does have subtle topogra
 feet, mostly in the form of shallow abandoned overflow channels.  The present 
phy is partly inherited from the site’s flood lain history but has been su
d by erosion of soil into in s. ough subdue
 to control the movement of runoff.  Vegetation is sparse to absent on the high
, where rain runs off rather than ponding.   

Topock area  
During the past four years numerous voids have formed under the pav

zona Depa
h the use of ground penetrating radar, falling weight deflectrometer, where a 

dropped weight is used to delineate voids that allow the pavement to deflect more than 
where the subgrade is intact, and subgrade drilling, ADOT delineated abundant 
subsurface voids between mileposts 4.0 and 7.9 (Priznar and others, 2003).   

The voids are forming in the Bouse Formation, which contains abundant swelling 
clay.  The Bouse Formation, originally thought to be marine, has been shown to be of

ne origin (Patchett and Spencer, 1995; Spencer and others, 1996; Spencer and 
Patchett, 1997; Poulson and John, 2003).  From the size and distribution of the voids, it 
appears that the origin of the piping stems from material being transported through cr
originating by desiccation.  Detailed mapping away from the highway has not been done
so it has not been established whether the desiccation is causing large polygonal cracks to
form or whether the desiccation cracks are small and local, leading to the development o
scattered piping erosion.  Piping in Bouse clay is similar to that described in the Chin
Formation (Parker an
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Vertiso

 soils 
lay 

evelop cracks when they dry and swell when 
they become moist.  The shrinking and swelling can damage buildings and roads. 
T n: Mineral soils that have 30% or more clay, deep wide cracks 
w

shrink-

neral
 
n 
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Giant desiccation cracks in Arizona are similar in some respects to a class of
called vertisols.  Extensive cracking can develop with as little as 30% smectite c
content in vertisols (Eswaran and others, 1999).   

 The NRCS (Aswaran and others, 1999) defines vertisols as: 
 

Clayey soils that shrink and d

echnical definitio
hen dry, and either gilgai microrelief, intersecting slickensides, or wedge-shaped 

structural aggregates tilted at an angle from the horizon. 
 
(Gilgai are small-scale ridges and depressions that develop as a result of the 
swell cycle of clay rich soils.)  
Although giant desiccation cracks are similar to cracks that form in vertisols, 

there are a number of characteristics that distinguish the two.  True vertisols have 
slickensides, indicating small-scale compressional “faulting” during swelling, whereas 
giant desiccation cracks do not have these features.  Cracks in vertisols define polygons 
ge ly 1-3 m (3-9 feet) across, whereas cracks studied in this project form polygons 
typically 50-150 m (165-500 feet) across.  Cracks in vertisols open and close in seasonal
cycles; whereas giant desiccation cracks apparently take years to decades to fully form, i
response to long-sale precipitation cycles. 
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